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ScriptVOX Studio Torrent Download is a text-to-
speech program whose purpose is to help you create
media presentations where you can add voices and
images to your text. You can assign unique voices to
your characters and even set up your own voice.
Import scripts The program employs a wizard-like
approach for helping you insert scripts from DOC,
RTF, PDF or plain text file format. Optionally, you can
make the utility automatically analyze the script and
format the text. You are allowed to confirm the actor’s
gender and age (child, teen, adult or senior) for the
script, and reassign duplicate actors. Clean feature
lineup The text is displayed in the main window, along
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with suggestive pictures of each character and
playback controls. You can consult an online help
manual in case you cannot manage to set up the
dedicated parameters on your own. ScriptVOX Studio
lets you play the entire text or from the current
selection, stop the reading mode, as well as go to the
beginning or end of the text, or navigate backward or
forward. The tool shows a thumbnail preview of the
actors’ pictures placed exactly near the text that they
are assigned to read aloud. Customize each character
of your story ScriptVOX Studio offers you the option to
assign an image (JPG, PNG, GIF) to each actor, choose
between several predefined Microsoft voices, mute
voices, adjust the pitch and timbre, as well as tweak
the volume and speed. Special effects can be applied
in order to simulate different story actions or
locations, like Radio, Phone, Echo, Cavern, Reverb,
and Robot. Configuration settings ScriptVOX Studio
helps you save the current project to a file on your
computer so you can easily import and edit it in the
future, export the voice to WAV, WMA, WMV, or OGG
file format, and save the text to RTF, DOC or plain
text files. What’s more, you can make the app load
the last project at startup, tweak the size and font of
the text, select the playback device and microphone,
and provide information about the project (title,
description, writer, date, copyright, notes). The
program allows you to configure multiple voices by
adding them from WAV, WMA, MP3, OGG, WMV or AVI



files, or recording your voice, insert pause, change
pronunciation, zoom in or out of the text, and work
with a pronunciation manager. How
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ScriptVOX Studio Product Key is a text-to-speech
program whose purpose is to help you create media
presentations where you can add voices and images
to your text. You can assign unique voices to your
characters and even set up your own voice. Import
scripts The program employs a wizard-like approach
for helping you insert scripts from DOC, RTF, PDF or
plain text file format. Optionally, you can make the
utility automatically analyze the script and format the
text. You are allowed to confirm the actor’s gender
and age (child, teen, adult or senior) for the script,
and reassign duplicate actors. Clean feature lineup
The text is displayed in the main window, along with
suggestive pictures of each character and playback
controls. You can consult an online help manual in
case you cannot manage to set up the dedicated
parameters on your own. ScriptVOX Studio lets you
play the entire text or from the current selection, stop
the reading mode, as well as go to the beginning or



end of the text, or navigate backward or forward. The
tool shows a thumbnail preview of the actors’ pictures
placed exactly near the text that they are assigned to
read aloud. Customize each character of your story
ScriptVOX Studio offers you the option to assign an
image (JPG, PNG, GIF) to each actor, choose between
several predefined Microsoft voices, mute voices,
adjust the pitch and timbre, as well as tweak the
volume and speed. Special effects can be applied in
order to simulate different story actions or locations,
like Radio, Phone, Echo, Cavern, Reverb, and Robot.
Configuration settings ScriptVOX Studio helps you
save the current project to a file on your computer so
you can easily import and edit it in the future, export
the voice to WAV, WMA, WMV, or OGG file format, and
save the text to RTF, DOC or plain text files. What’s
more, you can make the app load the last project at
startup, tweak the size and font of the text, select the
playback device and microphone, and provide
information about the project (title, description,
writer, date, copyright, notes). The program allows
you to configure multiple voices by adding them from
WAV, WMA, MP3, OGG, WMV or AVI files, or recording
your voice, insert pause, change pronunciation, zoom
in or out of the 2edc1e01e8
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TextToSpeech Studio is a text to speech program that
allows you to create a media presentation where you
can add voices and images to text. You can assign
unique voices to your characters and even set up your
own voice. Import scripts TextToSpeech Studio
employs a wizard-like approach for helping you insert
scripts from DOC, RTF, PDF or plain text file format.
Optionally, you can make the utility automatically
analyze the script and format the text. You are
allowed to confirm the actor’s gender and age (child,
teen, adult or senior) for the script, and reassign
duplicate actors. Clean feature lineup The text is
displayed in the main window, along with suggestive
pictures of each character and playback controls. You
can consult an online help manual in case you cannot
manage to set up the dedicated parameters on your
own. ScriptToSpeech Studio lets you play the entire
text or from the current selection, stop the reading
mode, as well as go to the beginning or end of the
text, or navigate backward or forward. The tool shows
a thumbnail preview of the actors’ pictures placed
exactly near the text that they are assigned to read
aloud. Customize each character of your story
ScriptToSpeech Studio allows you to assign an image
(JPG, PNG, GIF) to each actor, choose between several
predefined Microsoft voices, mute voices, adjust the



pitch and timbre, as well as tweak the volume and
speed. Special effects can be applied in order to
simulate different story actions or locations, like
Radio, Phone, Echo, Cavern, Reverb, and Robot.
Configuration settings ScriptToSpeech Studio helps
you save the current project to a file on your
computer so you can easily import and edit it in the
future, export the voice to WAV, WMA, WMV, or OGG
file format, and save the text to RTF, DOC or plain
text files. What’s more, you can make the app load
the last project at startup, tweak the size and font of
the text, select the playback device and microphone,
and provide information about the project (title,
description, writer, date, copyright, notes). The
program allows you to configure multiple voices by
adding them from WAV, WMA, MP3, OGG, WMV or AVI
files, or recording your voice, insert pause, change
pronunciation, zoom in or out of the text, and work
with a pronunciation manager.
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What's New in the ScriptVOX Studio?

Video Slideshow Maker is a powerful free slideshow
maker which allows you to create your own custom
photo collages, video slideshows and MP3 audio
slideshow. Create any kind of photo, video slideshow
from your personal photo library, or you can even
import video from your smart phone camera or even
your webcam. Video Slideshow Maker features
includes: - Over 100 transition effects for creating cool
photo collages. - Dozens of frame effects. - Over 40
special transition effects for enhancing your
slideshows. - Animated transitions with music. -
Various title, image, and text effects. - Support for
multi-slide transition effects with time lapse. - Multiple
slideshow style modes: auto, coverflow, slideshow,
vertical, horizontal, portrait, landscape, and slideshow
with music. - Multiple customizable title, background,
text and transition effects. - Over 100 high-quality
images, photos, and video effects. - Auto cropping
effect for improving slideshows. - Ability to import
photos and videos from your hard disk and camera. -
Ability to import and export XMP metadata for quick
slide show creation. - Ability to import and export
Microsoft PowerPoint® slides for easy slide show
creation. - Ability to export as M4V videos and MP3
audios for playback on your phone. - Ability to export
as HTML slideshow for playback on your browser. -



Support for high quality images and videos. - Optional
support for creating MP3 audiograms with embedded
images. - Ability to add voice or music to your
slideshow. - Ability to import photos from your smart
phone camera. - Ability to import and export videos
from your smart phone or digital camera. - Ability to
import images from your hard disk. - Ability to add
text and background effects to your slideshows. -
Ability to edit slides on the fly. - Ability to edit slides in
advance. - Ability to add custom effects to individual
slides. - Ability to set image rotation, flip, mirror, or
crop. - Ability to add HTML text to slideshow. - Ability
to add text to individual slides. - Ability to add custom
transition effects. - Ability to share slideshows to
popular video sharing sites like Youtube, Vimeo,
Dailymotion, Facebook, and Twitter. - Ability to export
as HTML slideshow and MP3 audio slideshow. - Ability
to edit MP3 audiograms, embed images, and add
music. - Ability to export as M4V videos. - Ability to
import and export XMP metadata. - Ability to change
text/background/transition effects, and view
thumbnails. - Ability to preview your slideshows on
the fly. - Ability to add titles, transition effects,
background, and text to your slides. - Ability to add
descriptions to your slides. - Ability to add themes to
your slidesh



System Requirements:

Single or dual-core processor (recommended) 1GB
RAM (recommended) OpenGL 2.0 compatible graphic
card 1024 x 768 resolution (screen size) Windows
2000, Windows XP, or Windows Vista Partially or
totally fill the screen for use in mouse detection
Configuring the application settings To set up the
mouse without any delay, all the mouse settings are
set in the mouse configuration file which can be found
at %PROGRAMDATA%\InputDevices\ To set up the
mouse without any
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